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Tube Investments of India Limited (Initially established as TI Cycles of India 
Limited, Madras) is a Murugappa Group company specializing 
in engineering, bicycles, metal formed products, and chains. They are leading 
players in all their product categories by virtue of quality and engineering 
capabilities. Recently, TI also acquired a controlling stake in Shanthi Gears 
Limited, Coimbatore.

When we met L&D leader Nakkeeran Thangiah, we understood that 
improving the bottom line was one of the primary concerns of the 
company. They wanted their middle management across all functions to be 
mindful of shrinking profitability. It was important that they had a holistic and 
cross-functional understanding of the business. 

enParadigm identified performance gaps across functional levels, and used 
our REI

TM
methodology to design and deliver a series of business acumen 

interventions for close to 120 senior and middle managers across functions.
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Needs Identified
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Cross Functional Collaboration
They needed to understand the functional interlinkages of decisions and how 
they impact the company’s performance   

Commercial  Acumen Managers needed to understand the importance of bottom line, cost structure and 
the impact of cost optimization on profitability

Holistic View Of Business 
They needed to be aligned with the larger organization goals and understand how 
their roles fit into the bigger picture

Long Term Planning They needed to look at long term planning to help the organisation develop a 
detailed road map and identify the goals towards which they should work
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About The InterventionPlanning And Execution Of Interventions
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6 Month Intervention
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Each team of 3-4 
participants take 

decisions for a virtual 
business

Dynamic 
Environment

 Mutually decide each team 
member’s functional role

 Formulate a business plan

 Take cross functional decisions

 Discuss functional conflicts

 Analyze results every quarter
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Takeaway:

Time-Bound Action Plan
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The Simulation Experience

No. of Participants : 61

Senior and Middle 
Management

P&L complexities



About The InterventionPost 6 Month Impact Analysis
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Where The Needle Moved
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32/52 participants enhanced 
Planning and Decision making

11/52 participants drove better 
Financial Management

20/52 participants improved 
Inventory & Resource Planning

*Based on our impact analysis conversation with 52 participants and reporting managers out of a total of 61 participants



About The InterventionPost 6 Month Implementation Outcomes
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“We are now maintaining a one month stock of bought out parts. We have also discussed with 
suppliers and stored stock in godowns on their name. We keep a supply for 3 days and they 
keep a stock of 3 days coming up to a supply of 6 days a month. This has resulted in a 
reduction of inventory by one-fourth. We have also reduced raw material supply to 24 
days from the earlier 29 days. The bottom line has improved by 2% from 7.2% to 9.2% 
without any increase in the top-line.”

Kakani Poorna Prabhakara Babu,
Senior General Manager - Operations

“Manufacturing lead time has been reduced by 1 week to 3 weeks at this moment, our orders 
have increased and we have acquired new customers also. We will reduce lead time to 2 weeks 
within 2-3 more months. Overall, the simulation program was very helpful as I got to learn many 
new financial terms. Since I am purely from a technical background, I would be able to attend 
meetings without any fear since financial terms have been explained to me during the program.”

M Senthil Kumar,
Senior Manager – Production
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“We provide our products (chains) to automobile industries. Ford, Volkswagen are our regular 
clients. We are now focusing on improving the life of the conveyor chains. This has helped 
to get more orders and get good margins. We have also come up with presentations of our 
technical changes and presented to automobile giants like Toyota, etc. all around the world.
We have replaced ball bearings with composite material bearing, which is more 
efficient and withstands other applications which a ball bearing does not. For example, a 
ball bearing does not withstand water applications. We got patents for this and have also 
promoted this to other automobile manufacturers..”

V Sivasankaran,
Senior Manager - Product Development

“He has identified new customers and has made presentations about our technical product and has 
got new customers in US, South Africa. Due to this, we have created a new customer base in two 
industries, sugar and steel, and got a major break-through abroad. This has also resulted in a 
revenue generation of 130 lakhs. With regards to automation projects, he has identified progressive 
models and tooling for conveyor chains, and also done value-engineering for AV chains. He has also 
helped to reduce costs by Rs. 14 lakhs annually, since he has started implementation of 
automation projects. Our profits have increased as compared to last year.”

B Srinivas,
Associate Vice President - Product and Process Development,
V Sivasankaran’s Reporting Manager
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“We have been focusing on inventory management. We are pushing existing inventory before 
fresh requisitions, and hence we have been able to reduce 5% of inventory cost. Earlier if a 
customer was not making the payment on the assigned term, we used to take special order 
from management to give them some more time but now we have stopped doing this and we 
have been able to reduce the outstanding payments. Now customers have also understood 
and most of them make the payment within the pay by date.”

P Suresh Muthu,
Senior Area Sales Manager

“Yes, he has started implementing this. I think we can see the complete impact only after 2-3 
months. However, there has been a total reduction of inventory by 10-15%. I agree with him that 
inventory carrying cost has reduced by 5%.”

A Suresh Pandian,
Head of Sales & Marketing,
P Suresh Muthu’s Reporting Manager
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“The intervention has been really helpful in doing our day to day activities. I am entirely from 
the sales side and earlier I had no idea about how my decisions affect the functioning of 
other departments, but now I understand the difficulties that arise out of this and I’m able 
to think from other department perspectives as well. We also have to look into market dynamics 
and we have to analyse about the new products, new segments and competitors, and this helps 
me to see where we stand as a company and come up with better decisions. We are also 
looking to target new segments like the packaging industry and looking to target some 
other parts of Maharashtra and based on their needs we try to customize our products and 
deliver.”

Ravindra Gaikwad,
Manager Sales

“He is doing really well in terms of sales promotion and tapping new segments like- he has shifted 
his focus on the packaging industry and I completely agree with whatever he has said.Only thing is 
he has to create a synergy between the internal clients and communicate more with the other 
functions.”

Mangesh Yenprediwar,
AGM Sales
Ravindra Gaikwad’s Reporting Manager
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“We had started working on labour cost - we have designed a machine which we will get in 
next 15 days, and once the automation is done, we can save cost of labour for the respective 
job. Earlier we had to do a step by step process - firstly engine assembling, secondly assembly 
change, and thirdly cutting operations, which were all done manually. We also save 
consumable cost by using an oil which cost Rs.100 per litre and per day usage is 20 litre. We 
did inclusion of 'prevention of evaporation' in the tank and because of that we are saving 5 
litres of oil per day.”

Srinivas Gattu,
Manager - Production

“Yes, there is a drastic change in Mr. Srinivas. Cost has come down for sub-contracts, which is a 
variable cost. Last year we retained 16 lakhs and by this year, our plan is to retain up to 24 lakhs. 
The consumable cost reduction machine be be operational in the next 15 days, which will help us 
reduce labour cost. The ‘prevention of evaporation’ method is saving us 5 litres of oil per day.”

Mr. Prabhakarbabu KP
Senior General Manager – Operations,
Srinivas Gattu’s Reporting Manager 
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We partner with businesses to bridge performance gaps within the leadership team or below. Using  R-E-I as 

a methodology and customized simulations as tools, we help you drive valuable and actionable insights and 

your team perform better with measurable impact
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Companies like yours
Discover more companies like yours, who have succeeded with enParadigm. We have helped these 

firms change mind-sets, develop critical competencies, and drive tangible business results.

How RPG Group 
enabled their High 

Potentials across BUs 
to broaden business 

horizons

How General Motors 
drove strategic agility and 
cross functional decision 

making for its India 
senior management

How GMR Energy drove 
strategic thinking and 

long-term 
financial planning for 

its plant heads


